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What is Automation? Robots? Artificial Intelligence?
Automation is the use of technology to perform a task or process, either 
partly or wholly independent of human oversight and intervention.

Some of the phenomena driving our current automation boom are big data 
analytics, the internet of things (IoT) and technologies related to artificial 
intelligence (AI), such as natural language processing (NLP) and machine 
learning (ML).

Especially when combined with robotics, these technologies can form 
complete autonomous systems — such as autonomous vehicles, for 
example.

Definitions 



What fuels your anxiety 
about the future of work?

Automation Anxiety



A study by the University 
of Oxford predicts that 
47% of U.S. jobs are at 
risk of being replaced by 
robots and artificial 
intelligence over the next 
15-20 years.

REALITY CHECK



We’ve been here 
before.

Automation Anxiety



Blockbuster, which once employed 60,000 
people, could not compete with Netflix, a 
start-up with 30 employees. It has around 

7,000 employees today.
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White Collar Jobs at Risk
● Journalists
● Travel agents
● Bankers
● Insurance salespeople
● Lawyers
● Doctors
● Even artists!
● And movie producers!

Automation Anxiety



Anxiety causes us to “downshift” into 

self-protective behaviors.

It makes us lose our ability to be creative, 

innovative, and insightful.

It causes us to frame problems too narrowly. 

Then we only discover narrow solutions.

Automation Anxiety



Meaningful work isn’t an outcome. 
It is a strategy.



Mindset: Approach 
your job as a calling.

Strategies for Meaningful Work



Humans are not job seekers. 
We are natural “job crafters.”

Strategies for Meaningful Work





“Working is about the 
search for daily meaning 
as well as daily bread, for 
recognition as well as 
cash, for astonishment 
rather than torpor; in 
short, for a sort of life 
rather than a Monday 
through Friday sort of 
dying.”
—Studs Terkel



Know your story.

(Not just your brand or 
profession.)

Strategies for Meaningful Work



Skillset: Embrace 
continuous learning.

Strategies for Meaningful Work



Which skills?

Be a T-shaped person.



Lifelong learning

You control your 
learning portfolio.



Think outside the job.

Strategies for Meaningful Work



From Deloitte’s Human Capital Trends 2019:

Standard jobs: Roles that perform work using a specified and narrow skill set. 
Generally organized around repeatable tasks and standard processes.

Hybrid jobs: Roles that perform work using a combination of skill sets drawing on 
both technical and soft skills. Historically, these types of skills have not been 
combined in the same job.

Superjobs: Roles that combine work and responsibilities from multiple traditional 
jobs, using technology to both augment and broaden the scope of the work 
performed and involve a more complex set of domain, technical, and human skills.

The rise of “superjobs”





Final Thoughts



We cannot predict the future of work, 
but we know the major factors:

● Innovation
● Learning
● Mobility / Access

Summary 



New jobs will be created. And jobs with some 
features do seem very safe:

● Those that require soft skills (empathy, problem solving, 
adaptability, creativity, persuasion, etc).

● “High context” jobs (inputs and outputs are hard to define).

● Those that demand high accuracy and transparency (or 
“explainability”) about choices.

Summary
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Resources



1. Text “ETHICS” to 444-999 and sign up for 
leadership research, news and insights!

2. Visit ethicalleadership.nd.edu

Stay Informed

https://ethicalleadership.nd.edu/


Thank You!
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